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 1922] STONE: A IIISTORY OF LABOUR 231

 action" to-day one need not adopt Mr. Stone's quietist attitude

 towards the past or the future. The vigour of reformatory belief
 is itself one of the evolutionary forces.

 Trade Unioni8m and Labor Problems was first issued in

 1905 and contained reprints of twenty-eight articles by various

 authors on different aspects of the labour problem, forming a
 selection of economic documents intended for use as a text-book,
 applying to economic teaching the "case system " so long in
 use in the law schools. Sixteen years later a new edition is now
 published with forty-five articles, none of which are reprinted
 from the earlier work. "Western civilisation," says Professor
 Commons, " is built upon security of investments, and it is
 the insecurity of labour that menaces it." The book, con-
 sequently, opens with six chapters on the various forms of
 insurance, followed by four on the labour market. "Labour
 management "-scientific management, piece rates, profit-
 sharing, etc.-occupies thirteen chapters; another thirteen
 discuss individual trade unions and trade-union tendencies, and
 the last nine chapters expound the law in relation to labour. It
 is unnecessary to commend this work; it will prove as useful

 as its predecessor as a text-book and as a work of reference.
 HENRY W. MACROSTY

 The RBie of Cotton Mill, in the South (John8 Hoplcin8 Univer8ity

 Studie8). By BROADUS MITCHELL, Ph.D. (Baltimore. 1921.
 Pp. viii + 281.)

 The Cotton Indu8try in France. By R. B. FORRESTER. (Man-

 chester University Press. 1921. Pp. xvi + 142. Price
 108. 6d.)

 The Cotton Control Board. By HUBERT D. HENDERSON, its

 Secretary. (Oxford: Clarendon Press. Carnegie Endow-

 ment War Series. 1922. Pp. xiv + 76. Price 5s.)

 MR. MITCHELL'S book aims at explaining why the South was
 so predominantly agrarian before the Civil War and how it
 started on the industrial phase: his " purpose has been to describe
 the birth of the industry in the South rather than its development "
 (p. viii). His argument is that in the eighteenth century the
 South " was well started towards a balanced economic develop-
 ment, with manufactures as well as agriculture " (p. 11)-domestic
 manufactures, of course, in the first instance: that the growing
 influence of slavery, together with Whitney's cotton gin, easily
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 worked by slave labour, threw all the weight into the raw material
 production scale from 1810 to 1860: that slavery meanwhile
 deterred white immigrants: that from 1865 to 1870 the develop-

 ment of industry began to be urged as a " reconstruction duty ";
 but that " there is every reason for selecting the year 1880 as the
 beginning of manufacturing development " (p. 59). He contends,

 and goes far towards proving, that the movement was a deliberate
 act of will, of will stimulated by the Press-from which he quotes
 almost overmuch, but from which, in the circumstances, he
 was bound to quote extensively. Municipal -patriotism helped
 regional patriotism. " If Belton got a mill, Williamston would
 want one. The townspeople would go to their leading citizen.
 It made no difference what a man was, so long as he was the leading
 citizen he had to become a mill president," said one of the
 innumerable business men whom Mr. Mitchell has interviewed
 (p. 157). " Even machinery was wrapped with idealism and

 devotion," and " the erection of plants was the object of close
 concern on the part of a whole community " (p. 160).

 Labour came from the " poor whites," who, however, as Mr.

 Mitchell is careful to point out, were of one stock with the less
 poor. No one was very rich just after the Civil War. Child and
 woman labour was not a curse but a boon to a desperately poor
 population among whom " every bull yearling was under chattel
 mortgage " (p. 174). Negro labour was exceptional and not
 usually successful. Capital came in driblets from the whole
 community, though at times merchants of some substance
 supplied the main stream. There was little financial mechanism.
 " People just put in their money and made it go as far as it would
 without thought of preferred stock and bonds " (p. 259). This
 applies to the early days, 1875 to 1890.

 The book is just a little diffuse and gives some glimpses into
 the obvious. " It is scarcely necessary to say that expectation
 of profits stimulated the erection of mills " (p. 197). " Enter-
 taining a synthetic rather than analytic view-point, it has been
 sometimes said, with empirical reasoning, that industry in the
 South grew out of a natural recovery following the War. While
 not accounting very well for a change of mind that was certainly
 present, this argument has point " (p. 98).

 Mr. Forrester's sketch of the contemporary French cotton
 industry is clear, businesslike, and, as Professor Macgregor says
 in an Introduction, " packed with information obtained at first-
 hand." There is so little information in English on the organisa-
 tion of any French industry that this exact and well-informed
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 account is particularly welcome. Contrast with Lancashire is

 almost uninterrupted-an industry grown and modelled under

 protection, and unable to do without it; scattered over four

 main and some subsidiary districts; much affected in its location
 by the circumstances of war and frontier changes; unable to

 compete effectively in international markets, and finding its

 only important outlets overseas in colonial dependencies kept for
 it by a mercantilist policy; buying most of its machinery from

 abroad-that is, from England; still employing some hand-
 loom weavers; very poor in joint-stock companies and rich in

 almost patriarchal family businesses; until very recently weak

 in " combines " and joint action among employers; on the side
 of labour, lacking the uniform piece rates of Lancashire; working
 without the Saturday half-holiday (" la semaine anglaise ")

 down to 1919; in three of its four main areas devoid of any
 effective Trade Unionism; given to rather paternal ' welfare
 schemes, which are only beginning to be replaced by national

 welfare policies; now faced with the reabsorption of Alsace, once
 its most important district, but cut off by tariff barriers for forty-
 seven years; and throughout notable for its specialities rather
 than for its efficient and mechanical mass production. Only one
 should not make the mistake of considering it a typical French
 industry as cotton is typically English; for, as Mr. Forrester
 notes, it never has been even the leading French textile industry.
 Silk and wool were always well able to compete in open inter-
 national markets.

 Mr. Henderson's seventy pages on the Cotton Control Board
 are precisely what an economic study of a war-time mechanism
 ought to be-so good and so concise that summarising is all but
 impossible. Lancashire industrial psychology, it would appear,
 came as a revelation to the Secretary of the Cotton Control
 Board. (He took up the work, one seems to remember, at rather

 short notice.) A man from inside the trade could hardly have
 sketched it with such delicate accuracy-as of a sympathetic
 artist in a strange land, his eyebrows always raised a little in
 kindly surprise, his powers of observation never asleep. Particu-
 larly well observed and well drawn are the personality and influence

 of Sir Herbert Dixon, the chairman. It is so easy and so deplor-
 ably common to describe social mechanism-of peace or war-as
 if it worked itself. How the Board limited the running of American
 spindles and paid for resultant unemployment both in spinning
 and weaving by " levies " on the Egyptian; how it failed in
 handling the relations of spinning and manufacturing; how wages
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 were kept disproportionately low for a long time; what the rota

 was and what the psychological effect of " playing off "-these
 are all written in the book.

 The crisis came in the spring of 1918. Tonnage for American
 cotton was stopped for a time. The reviewer recalls how, at a

 certain meeting, he uplifted his voice as advocate of the Control
 Board, and how a fighting statesman hit the table and said,
 " Did I hear someone mention cotton? Why should we waste

 tonnage which we haven't got in bringing over both their food and

 their cotton ? Feed 'em gratis if necessary. It would be more

 economical." Stoppage of cotton led to the abolition of the rota
 and " playing off," and that to an ugly wage crisis in July-
 though, as Mr. Henderson shows, it was less ugly to good Lancashire
 psychologists than to the outside world. The turn of the war
 tide that month, and the importunity of the then President of the
 Board of Trade before the War Cabinet, brought in more cotton
 during August, but failed to avert the spinners' strike of September.
 When the spinners had got themselves into an impossible position

 " it was plain that almost any device would serve to secure a

 return to work." The device was the appearance of the Prime
 Minister's letter from a sick bed in Mlanchester Town Hall-
 dramatic, appealing, instantly successful and productive of a
 Cotton Inquiry Tribunal. " It must not be supposed from the
 conflict of the Control Board and the operatives that the Board

 ever became unpopular. An effort of imagination must here be
 made to appreciate the peculiar psychology of Lancashire. The

 quarrels . . . stubbornly contested though they were, bore the
 character of family quarrels; and even at their height the Board
 never lost its hold upon something more cordial than the approval
 of the operatives, upon what I can again only call their pride."
 A well-selected Secretary this of the Control Board. He gets at
 the very pulse of the machine.

 The Board ended its days, " an early and not unwilling victim,"

 in February 1919.

 J. H. CLAPHAM

 The Land and its Problem&s By CHRISTOPHER TURNOR. (Methuen,
 1921. Pp. 254. Price 7s. 6d. net.)

 THis is an extremely well-meaning, but very uneven and in
 some respects quite inadequate book. The spirit Mr. Turnor
 shows is so admirable, and many of the things he says are so
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